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Legal Disclaimer 

The following work is presented for informational purposes only. None of the information herein constitutes an offer to sell or buy 

any security or investment vehicle, nor does it constitute an investment recommendation of a legal, tax, accounting or investment 

recommendation by Freeman Publications, its employees or paid contributors. The information is presented without regard for 

individual investment preferences or risk parameters and is general, non-tailored, non-specific information.  

Freeman Publications, including all employees and paid contributors, agree not to trade in any security they write about for a 

minimum of three days (72 hours) following publication of a new article, book, report or email. Except for existing orders that 

were in place before submission (any such orders will also always be disclosed inside the document). This includes equity, 

options, debt, or other instruments directly related to that security, stock, or company. The author may have indirect positions 

in some companies mentioned due to holdings in mutual funds, ETFs, Closed End Funds or other similar vehicles, and there is 

no guarantee that the author is aware of the individual portfolios of any of those funds at  any given time. Such indirect 

holdings will generally not be disclosed. 

Warning: There is no magic formula to getting rich, in the financial markets or otherwise. Investing often involves high risks and you 

can lose a lot of money. Success in investment vehicles with the best prospects for price appreciation can only be achieved through 

proper and rigorous research and analysis. Please do not invest with money you cannot afford to lose. The opinions in this content 

are just that, opinions of the authors. We are a publishing company and the opinions, comments, stories, reports, advertisements 

and articles we publish are for informational and educational purposes only; nothing herein should be considered personalized 

investment advice. Before you make any investment, check with your investment professional (advisor). We urge our readers to 

review the financial statements and prospectus of any company they are interested in. We are not responsible for any damages or 

losses arising from the use of any information herein. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  

This work is based on SEC filings, current events, interviews, corporate press releases, and what we've learned as financial 

journalists. It may contain errors and you shouldn't make any investment decision based solely on what you read here. It is your 

money and your responsibility. 

Freeman Publications Ltd. are 100% independent in that we are not affiliated with any security, investment vehicle, bank or 

brokerage house. 

All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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Addressing the elephant in the room 

Options are extremely risky, right?  

Isn't options trading just gambling on the stock market?  

I thought using leverage was always a bad idea? 

If you've followed mainstream financial media, you'd be forgiven for thinking the above 

3 statements were gospel.  

In fact, they couldn't be further from the truth. 

Thousands of ordinary investors are using smart options strategies to supplement their 

long-term investing portfolio. 

Options are an addition to your investing strategy, not a substitution. 

They are not risk-free, but no investing strategy is. 

In fact, options were created to reduce risk. They were designed to help investors hedge 

their current portfolios in case the market moves against them. This can often lead to 

massive profit windfalls 

There's a story that goes around that one trader bought 1 put on the S&P500 just before 

the 1987 market crash. It turns out he had accidentally bought 1,000 puts and netted 

himself a cool $10 million for his "mistake" 

Another trader, who had been trading Enron conservatively for much of the late 90s, 

started seeing flaws in the company in mid 2000. Instead of simply going short, he 

bought put options when the stock hit 35 in late 2001. Within 2 months, Enron was 

trading at less than 10. But this trader had all the information he needed at this point, 

Enron was dead and he knew it. He kept buying puts all the way down to $1/share. The 

lesson here is, #1 – you only need to trade a few select companies and #2 – know when 

to ride your winners. 

However, bad actors spun options into a get rich quick scheme. 

With smart investing strategies, you can still make significant sums of money like a few 

thousand extra each month, with minimal downside risk. Learning the "right way" to 

use options might involve a little extra effort on your part if you want to trade in the 

market successfully 
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As Bruce Lee said – "I fear not the man who has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear 

the man who has practiced one kick 10,000 times." 

A big mistake beginners make is that they think they need to know every options trading 

strategy under the sun. The truth is that you only need to know a few specific strategies 

for certain market conditions. 

If you can here from our Bear Market Investing Strategies book, you'll know that 

we only taught 2 strategies, Protective puts, which protect your downside and Cash-

secured puts, which can generate extra monthly income. But we're getting ahead of 

ourselves here, so first we'll cover how options work. 

Options 101: Waterfront Properties & Insurance Policies 

Premium land doesn't go cheap. Right now I have my eye on a beautiful piece of land on 

Fox Island in Washington state. 2.4 acres overlooking the Puget Sound, truly one of the 

most stunning natural landscapes in the country. 

I've driven past this piece of land a few times, sometimes I get out my car and admire 

the view from the end of the driveway. One evening, I notice a man shovelling leaves. 

We strike up a brief conversation, and as luck would have it, he's the owner of the 

property. I explain my story and how I've had my eye on it for some time. I then decide 

to try my luck by asking if he'd ever sell. His price? A cool $2 million. 

I think $2 million is a fair price for the location and the view. So I offer him a deal on the 

spot. I offer him $20,000 right now, on the agreement that I can buy the property at any 

time within the next 30 days for $2 million. If I don't decide to buy it. He can keep the 

money. 

He accepts because he gets to keep his $20,000 no matter what, and if I decide to 

commit to the asking price, he'll get his $2 million in the next 30 days. 

I drive to the local waterfront tavern and run into an old friend. It turns out, he's also in 

the market for a property, and as luck would have it, he's interested in the same plot of 

land I am. I ask him how much he'd be willing to pay, and he says $2.1 million. I agree to 

sell him the property on the spot. 

You're probably wondering how I could sell him a property I didn't own. Well that's the 

beauty of having an option. 

For $20,000 – I had the option to buy the land at my agreed price in the next 30 days. 

Instead of doing that, I sold the option (my right to buy it) to my friend for an $80,000 

profit. 
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This perfectly illustrates how call options work. A call option is the right, but not an 

obligation to buy an asset (in our case, a stock, commodity or fund) at a set price, within 

a set time period. If the value of the underlying asset rises before the expiration date, we 

can sell our option at a profit. 

The set period is the kicker because you have to exercise your option within the time 

period, or it expires worthless. In our example, if I didn't buy the property or sell it to 

my friend, then the original owner would have got to keep his $20,000 at the 

expiration date. 

The $2 million agreed price in our example would be what is known as the strike price 

in financial terms. 

The options market works much like the stock market, in that people buy and sell 

options all the time. The main options market is the Chicago Board Options Exchange 

(CBOE), you can think of this as the options equivalent of the NYSE. 

The Insurance Policy 

Now we've introduced call options, we should cover (no pun intended) the other side the 

equation, the put option. 

Let's go to our waterfront property. You can think of the put option as the homeowner's 

insurance policy on the property. With an insurance policy, you are effectively buying 

the right to sell your home back to the insurance company for a set time period. The 

longer the time period, the more expensive the policy. 

Unlike insurance, put options aren't subject to certain conditions like a hurricane 

forcing you to pay up. With a put option, the only thing we're concerned with is the price 

of the stock going down. Like call options, you can sell your put option at any time 

before the expiration date. 

So what do all these numbers and letters mean 

Below is a screenshot from the options chain on Yahoo Finance. Anyone can access 

these for free, and you'll find them under the "options" tab of the stock 
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Let's break down what these contract names mean. Because that string of 

numbers is surprisingly easily to understand. 

 

• AMZN – the ticker symbol of Amazon 

• 200605 – the expiration date in YY/MM/DD format 

• C – a call option, a put option would have a P here 

• 2990000 – the strike price of 2,990  

Note – there won't always be options available for every month – bear this in mind. 

Sometimes you will have options for July, but then nothing until October 
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The 3 Big Factors Which Determine Option Prices 

• Difference between strike price and market price 

• Time until expiration (prices generally don't fluctuate much until 30-45 days 

before expiration, this is known as time decay) 

• The volatility of the asset 

The greater the volatility of the underlying asset the higher options prices will be 

because the potential for gains are higher. 

Position sizing 

You should have your long-term, core money invested in the market and this isn't to be 

touched. 

The most common mistake option buyers make is that they overleverage. In other 

words, they buy far more options than their account size justifies.  

Options are always purchased in blocks of 100. So, for example, if the Microsoft April 

$30 calls are priced at $2.30, you'll pay $230 for one contract, a call option on 100 

shares of Microsoft.  

A good rule to use is the "Rule of 100". That is, divide the amount of shares you would 

usually buy by 100 – that's how many options contracts you should buy. So if you 

typically buy 500 shares, then you should buy only 5 options contracts (500/100). If you 

usually by 100 shares, then you should buy just one contract.  

Where many people go wrong is that they just buy the same amount of options contracts 

as they would shares. They think, "I can deposit $1,000 and sell short 100 shares of 

Company X at $10 a share, or I can purchase $1,000 worth of put options."  

This type of thinking is foolish. Rather than using options to reduce risk, they've actually 

increased their potential maximum loss. Instead of substituting 1 put for their normal 

trade of 100 shares, they've overleveraged and bought 10 puts, which cover 1,000 

shares.  

One of the annoying characteristics of options is that they have this nasty habit of 

expiring worthless. Consequently, you have to be willing to accept the potential loss of 

100% of the capital you put at risk in options. So you should never, never, NEVER buy 

more put options than that which is necessary to control the number of shares you 

normally trade. 
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You see with improper position sizing, how you can easily get an options horror story if 

you don't exercise proper money management. Always remember that 1 options contract 

= the rights to buy/sell 100 shares of the company. 

But the beauty of options is that as long as you have the capital to buy 1 contract, your 

strategy doesn't differ drastically if you have the capital to buy 10 or 100 contracts. 

2 Types of Options Timing 

Fundamentals – Based on market factors such as earnings announcements, drug trial 

results 

• Minimize your time between announcement and expiry date 

• If earnings are announced on May 15th – buy options expiring at end of May. 

April options will be useless because earnings won't be a factor. June will be too 

long after the news event, and you end up paying a premium for extra time 

Technicals – Based on technical factors such whether the market is trending or 

sideways, whether the stock is poised to breakout 

Basic Options trading example – protecting your portfolio 

You own 100 shares of AAPL at 350 and want to protect your position because there is 

an earnings announcement coming up, and you expect the results to be negative. So you 

buy a 320 put for $1. Should the stock drop to 290, you are protected dollar for dollar 

from 319 down, and your loss is only $30 (350-320), not $60. 

Continuing Your Education 

We hope this report has helped you navigate the next 18-24 months. There will be lots of 

ups and downs along the way, but with proper money management and emotional 

discipline, there's no doubt you can come out of this bear market stronger than you went 

in. 

If you haven't done so yet, join us on Facebook. We're building the largest online 

investing and personal finance community and we'd love for you to be a part of it. 

We regularly run giveaways as well as providing you the latest saving, investment, and 

wealth building strategies. 

You can join the group by clicking the link below 

https://freemanpublications.com/facebook  

https://freemanpublications.com/facebook

